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Mercury Momentum brings “Dorothy in Wonderland the Musical” to Reno, NV for the first time ever!  

 

(Reno, NV) “Dorothy in Wonderland the Musical” brings your favorite characters from Oz and Wonderland 

crashing together in this family friendly musical. Mercury Momentum’s All the Earth’s a Stage program 

presents this tale of two timeless classics for the first time in the Reno area at Cargo Concert Hall inside 

the Whitney Peak Hotel in Downtown Reno, 255 North Virginia Street, Reno, NV 89501 on December 

10th, 11th, 17th, and 18th at 2pm and 7pm each day for a total of only 8 performances. 

 

Mercury Momentum’s All the Earth’s a Stage program focuses on bringing the arts to all groups in our 

community, building the area’s future artists and education for both the public and aspiring artists in 

music, theatrical, performing and all other types of art. One of the ways we do this by providing all 

inclusive events and productions for local artists to participate in such as “Dorothy in Wonderland the 

Musical”. 

 

In “Dorothy in Wonderland the Musical” join Dorothy, Toto and the characters of Oz as they get caught in 

another whirlwind that sweeps them off to Wonderland, where they meet Alice, White Rabbit, Mad Hatter, 

March Hare, the Cheshire Cat and many more! It’s truly a mad adventure! And you thought the Wicked 

Witch of the West was bad? Now they face a dangerous new foe — the Queen of Hearts! At least 

Dorothy’s companions now have their brains, heart and courage! Dorothy, Alice and their friends join 

forces to defeat the queen at croquet, but will that be enough to return Wonderland to normal and get 

everybody back home? 

 

For more information or to buy tickets visit: www.dorothyinwonderland.com  

 

About Mercury Momentum 

We are a volunteer run 501(c)3 organization in Reno, NV that seeks to inspire personal action and 

positive change through educational activities and events that promote greater awareness of multicultural 

heritage and diversity, social and environmental responsibility, creativity, expression and community spirit. 

 

Contact: Heather Howell; 775-771-1828 (call/txt); howellderosa@gmail.com; 

www.mercurymomentum.com  
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